What Is Child Care?
The law defines child care as:
• three or more unrelated children under 13 years of age
• receiving care from a non-relative
• on a regular basis, of at least once a week
• for more than four hours per day but less than 24 hours.

It is only when all of these conditions exist that regulation is required. The North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services is responsible for regulating child care. This is done through the Division of Child Development. The purpose of regulation is to protect the well-being of children while they are away from their parents. The law defining child care is in the North Carolina General Statutes, Article 7, Chapter 110. The North Carolina Child Care Commission is responsible for adopting rules to carry out the law. Some counties and cities in North Carolina also have local zoning requirements for child care programs.

How to Report a Problem
North Carolina law requires that staff from the Division of Child Development to investigate a child care center when there has been a complaint. Child care providers who violate the law or rules may be fined up to $1,000 and may have their licenses suspended or revoked. If you believe that a child care provider fails to meet the requirements here, or if you have questions, please call the Division of Child Development at 919-662-4499 or 1-800-859-0829.

Star Rated Licenses
Centers that meet the minimum licensing requirements will receive a one star license. Programs that choose to voluntarily meet higher standards can apply for a two through five star rated license. The number of stars a program earns is based upon the education levels their staff meet and the program standards met by the program.

Child Care Centers
Licensing as a center is required when six or more children are cared for in a residence or when three or more children are in care in a building other than a residence. Religious-sponsored programs are exempt from some of the regulations described below if they choose not to be licensed. Programs that operate for less than four consecutive months, such as summer camps, are exempt from licensing.

Child abuse or neglect occurs when a parent or caregiver causes harm to a child physically or emotionally. Abuse may also occur when a parent or caregiver puts a child at risk of serious injury or allows another to put a child at risk of serious injury. Neglect occurs when a child does not receive proper care, supervision, or discipline, or when a child is abandoned. North Carolina law requires any person who suspects child abuse or neglect to report the case to the county department of social services. In addition, any person can call the Division of Child Development at 919-662-4499 or 1-800-859-0829 and make a report of suspected child abuse or neglect in a child care operation. Reports can be made anonymously. A person cannot be held liable for a report made in good faith.

Parental Rights
• Parents have the right to enter a center at any time while their child is present.
• Parents have the right to see the license displayed in a prominent place.
• Parents have the right to know how their child will be disciplined.
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